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Bridging social and economic issues
For 21st century Canadians

�Credit unions and cooperatives have a long
history of blending social and economic goals

�Canada has been highly focused on economic
fundamentals for a decade or more

�Now that the fundamentals are improving, the
balance must shift to address the well-being of
citizens – the quality of their lives

�This creates new responsibilities for all of us



Economic successes
A decade of restructuring

�Debt and deficit coming under control

� Inflation rates are low

�Exports have expanded rapidly, but productivity
growth still below expectations

� Investment rates very strong, especially new
technology

�Unemployment rates are falling, especially west
of Quebec



But new faultlines have emerged
Social stresses have increased

�Wide disparities in regional growth rates
� School achievement higher in west/Quebec than

east/Ontario

�Growing income inequality
� Young people face barriers to career jobs

�Elites focus on different goals than the public
� High income groups retreat into gated communities
� Self-reliance competing with collective responsibility

�All reflect fundamental disconnects



The social disconnect
Fewer people to share the risks

�Changing family structures
� From extended to nuclear family
� From breadwinner to two-earner family
� Half of mothers with pre-school kids work full-time

�Marriage breakdown
� 57% of sole support mothers live in poverty
� 40% of poor children live in sole parent families

�Many elderly people are stranded – far from or
without attentive relatives



The work disconnect
More individual risk

�Employers adapt to competition by shifting risk
to employees (short term, part time, casual work)

�30% of workers are in non-standard jobs –
usually low pay, no benefits, no training access

�20 % of workers are employed in small firms
which provide little training, few benefits

�Wage differentials are widening: low skill vs high
skill; big vs small firms; young vs older workers



The policy disconnect
Less collective risk-sharing

�Governments are shifting risk to individuals 
� Fewer people qualify for EI
� Social assistance payments are lower, access limited

�Cuts to health care and education create fears that
quality and access will be impaired

�Decline in deference for authority; deep
skepticism about the political process

�Still an activist role for governments but . . .
� Must be accountable, participatory, fiscally prudent



Time to shift the balance
Search for a new model – social and economic

�Canadians want to hold onto hard won economic
success, but they are looking for much more

�Quality of life embraces social and economic
well-being

�An era of strategic social investment is ahead
� How will we build the consensus?
� How will we overcome the social deficits?

�Need a national debate around goals / priorities to
determine where and what to invest
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Investments in quality of life
Sustainable Calgary is one example

�Economy

�Resource Use

�Natural Environment

�Community
� Leisure time, crime rate, sense of community, valuing

diversity, volunteerism

�Health and Education
� Childhood asthma, grade 3 scores, healthy birthweight

babies, adult literacy, self-rated health



How will we build consensus
And create trust and reciprocity

�Belonging............................ Isolation

� Inclusion ............................. Exclusion

�Participation ....................... Non-involvement

�Recognition ........................ Rejection

�Legitimacy ......................... Illegitimacy

�  We cannot expect unanimity, need to know how
to manage differences, find common ground



Cooperatives have a unique capacity
To create and nurture community

�To get members and fellow citizens talking about
what really matters

�To build partnerships with others in community 

�To give citizens a voice in the goals and priority-
setting for their community

�To mobilize local action and send strong
messages to political leaders

�Public dialogue is one way to make this happen



The Society We Want
An experiment in public dialogue

�CPRN has created issue guides to be used by
voluntary sector and other partners

�To convene discussion groups
� For in-depth dialogue on values – the society we want
� To identify common ground, and set priorities

�To help citizens find their voice, and begin to
influence policy choices – local, regional, and
national



Canada is a rich country
  Rich in both economic and social resources

�Globalization does not leave us helpless – it does
create challenges to do the best we can with the
resources we have.  

�We have our own energy and time, and some $
� Communities like Calgary that invest time and energy

in setting goals for sustainability
� Cities that strive to be child-friendly

�The 21st century will be our chance to get the
social and economic balance right


